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Two classesof shock-waveboundary-layerinteractions were studied experimentally

in a shock tunnel in which a low Reynolds number, turbulent flow at Mach 8 was

developed on a cold, flat test surface. The two classes of interactions were (a) a swept

interaction generated by a wedge ("fin") mounted perpendicularly on the flat plate

and (b) a two-dimensional, unseparated interaction induced by a shock impinging

near an expansion corner. The swept interaction, with wedge angles of 5--20 degrees,

was separated and there was also indication that the strongest interactions possessed

secondary separation zones. The interaction spread out extensively from the inviscid

shock location although no indication of quasi-conical symmetry was evident. The

surface pressure from the upstream influence to the inviscid shock was relatively low

compared to the inviscid downstream value but it rose rapidly past the inviscid shock

location. However, the surface pressure did not reach the downstream inviscid value

and reasons were proposed for this anomalous behavior compared to strongly sepa-

rated, supersonic interactions. The second class of interactions involved weak shocks

impinging near small expansion corners. As a prelude to studying this interaction,

a hypersonic similarity parameter was identified for the pure, expansion corner flow.

The expansion corner severely damped out surface pressure fluctuations. When a

shock impinged upstream of the corner, no significant changes to the surface pressure

were found as compared to the case when the shock impinged on a flat plate. But

when the shock impinged downstream of the corner a close coupling existed between

the two wave systems, unlike the supersonic case. This close coupling modified the

upstream influence. Regardless of whether the shock impinged ahead or behind the

corner, the downstream region was affected by the close coupling between the shock

and the expansion. Not only was the mean pressure distribution modified but the

unsteadiness in the surface pressure was reduced compared to the flat-plate case.
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1 Introduction

In the present development of airbreathing hypersonic vehicles, a critical problem

that needs to be addressed is the understanding and solution of complex viscous-

inviscid interaction flowfields not previously encountered. 1 Interactions such as those

between shock waves and turbulent boundary layers are particularly important in

determining the performance of engine inlets. The highly complex inlet flowfield

has to be properly understood before the performance of the rest of the scramjet

propulsion system can be predicted with confidence. The challenge in predicting

the hypersonic inlet flowfield using latest generation supercomputers and state-of-

the-art techniques has proven to be a particularly daunting one with a recurring

question that so far has not been adequately answered: how accurate and realistic are

the computations? 2 One recourse is to compare the computations with detailed and

carefully conducted experiments. The situation regarding the experimental database

is, however, not particularly rosy. A recent compilation 3 has revealed that although

there is a large number of hypersonic shock boundary-layer experiments, the quality

of these experiments is varied. A set of stringent criteria reduced 105 candidate

hypersonic studies to only five. Undoubtedly, high-quality benchmark experiments

are required. Such experiments also serve to improve understanding of the complex

physical processes governing the interaction which at times lead to discovery of new

phenomena.

Clearly, the current database and physical understanding for modeling high-speed

viscous-inviscid interactions is woefully lacking. A body of work at supersonic Mach

numbers has however been built up over the past two decades. 4-7 The knowledge

unfortunately becomes deficient at hypersonic Mach numbers 3 where there is a de-

pendence on semi-empirical correlations for design purposes, s,9 To partly address this

deficiency, an exploratory program in hypersonic shock boundary-layer interactions

was initiated by the University of Texas at Arlington. Two configurations were ex-

amined. The first depicted in Fig. 1 is of a sharp-wedged shock generator ("fin")

mounted perpendicularly to a flat test surface. A semi-infinite, dimensionless, three-

dimensional interaction 6 is generated between the shock and the turbulent boundary

layer developing over the surface. The second depicted in Fig. 2 is a two-dimensional

shock impinging near an expansion corner. Moreover, due to the lack of data on an

expansion-corner flow, effort was also expended toward understanding this flow. In

the subsequent sections, experimental procedures, results of the present study, and

pertinent observations and conclusions will be presented.

5
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Figure 2: Schematic of shock impingement near expansion corner.
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Figure 3: Shock tunnel facility.

2 Experimental Methods

2.1 Test Facility

The experiments were performed in the University of Texas at Arlington's Hypersonic

Shock Tunnel Facility located in the Aerodynamics Research Center (ARC). 1° A

partial view of the shock tunnel is shown in Fig. 3. The tunnel was of conventional

design and, as can be seen in sequence from the top of the figure, consisted of a test

section, a nozzle and a shock tube. Only part of the driven section of the shock tube

is visible in Fig. 3. Partly hidden from view is the diffuser which protruded out of

the far wall into a vacuum tank outside. Not visible are a double-diaphragm section

and the driver section of the shock tube. In addition to the tunnel itself, the figure

also shows the data acquisition crate on the left and the vacuum system on the right.

A brief description of the major components of the facility is now provided.

2.1.1 Shock Tube

The shock tube consisted of a high-pressure driver tube connected to a driven tube by

a double-diaphragm section. The driver tube of 152-mm (6-in.) bore was 3 m (10 ft)

long. The driven tube also of 152 mm (6 in.) bore was made of three 2.7-m (9-ft)

segments to facilitate installation and disassembly when necessary for cleaning.

The driver tube, the diaphragm section and the driven tube were bolted to-

gether with two 267-mm (10.5-in.) square diaphragms enclosing a plenum. The

double-diaphragm arrangement allowed precise control of diaphragm rupture. The

diaphragm material was 10-gauge (3.,12 ram, 0.1345 in.) hot-rolled steel sheets (ASTM
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Figure 4: Diaphragm scoring pattern.

A36) chosen because of its low cost. To ensure clean rupture with minimum frag-

mentation while also providing a degree of controllability, a pattern was scored onto

the diaphragm. A cross potent u pattern 3.18 mm (0.125 in.) wide and 0.5 + 0.1 mm

(0.020 + 0.005 in.) deep was found to give optimal diaphragm opening for the pres-

sures encountered in the present study, Fig. 4. The scored diaphragms failed when

they were subjected to a pressure difference of about 13 MPa (2,000 psi), which was

larger than the initial pressure difference that the diaphragms were subjected to in

the shock tube. The diaphragms were placed in the tunnel with the scoring pattern

facing downstream and they generally "petaled" without fragmentation. Sometimes,

the petals faced upstream or were curled after rupture. These were likely due to shock

reflections within the._hock tube. Further, in the extremely unlikely occurrence of

fragmentation, the few fragments tended to be small and were trapped in the driven

tube. These small fragments were cleaned out in preparation for the next run.

2.1.2 Nozzle, Test Section and Diffuser

A 7.5 ° half-angle conical nozzle with interchangeable throat inserts enabled test Mach

numbers of 5 through 16 to be obtained. The exit diameter of this nozzle was 336 mm

(13.25 in.). A Mach 8 throat insert was used for the experiments. A secondary

diaphragm made of 0.127-mm (0.005-in.) thick aluminum sheet was located in the

nozzle throat region and was used to separate the driven-tube gas from that in the

test section. The secondary diaphragm was not scored. The test section was of an

enclosed free-jet design and was 536 mm (21.1 in.) long and 440 mm (17.5 in.) in

diameter. The nozzle and the diffuser both protruded slightly into the test section.

Downstream of the diffuser was a receiver tank.



2.1.3 Pneumatic Systems

The ARC's high-pressure system 12 supplied dried air at 14.5 MPa (2,100 psi) which

was then boosted to 31 MPa (4,500 psi) and stored. The stored air was regulated

to lower pressure via a system of manual and remote-control valves when charging

the driver and driven tubes. 13 In addition to the high-pressure system, two vacuum

pumps were used to evacuate the driven tube, and the test section and vacuum tank.

A custom-made pressure relief valve was incorporated into the vacuum tank to pro-

tect the 0-35 kPa (0-5 psia) transducers used for the experiments from overpressure

damage. This valve consisted of a circular plate sealed tightly against a 76 mm

(3 in.) pipe flange when the vacuum tank was evacuated. The seal was broken when

the pressure in the vacuum tank exceeded atmospheric, causing the circular plate to

pop from the flange and move along guide rods. After all pressure was relieved, the

valve was manually closed for the next run.

2.1.4 Data Acquisition System, Instrumentation and Diagnostics

The data acquisition system consisted of a 286-type host computer connected to eight

digitizers which simultaneously acquired data at one million samples per second. In

front of the digitizers were eight external instrumentation amplifier-filter combinations

operated with a gain of 500 and a bandwidth of 100 kHz. The data acquisition system

was connected to the computer via a pair of bus extenders since the computer was

located in a reinforced control room over 30 m (100 ft) away.

The test surface was instrumented with flush-mounted Kulite XCS-093-5A (0-35

kPa, 0-5 psia) and XCS-093-50A (0-350 kPa, 0-50 psia) pressure transducers potted

in place using silicone rubber sealant. The transducers were flushed with the test

surface to better than + 0.005_o. These transducers had Type "M" protective screens

and sensing surfaces of 0.97 mm (0.038 in.) diameter. Natural frequencies quoted

by the manufacturer were 100 kHz and 200 kHz respectively. In the data processing,

digital filtering was used to set the upper frequency of the signals to 100 kHz, which

also removed high-frequency transducer noise and which gave a signal-to-noise ratio
of better than 10:1.

For these transducers, a static calibration sufficed for determining their sensitiv-

ities even though these transducers were used in dynamic situations. TM But the drift

and hysteresis of these transducers were significant, especially if the transducers were

used to measure low pressures, is To reduce drift, the transducers were calibrated in

situ during evacuation of the test section against an MKS Baratron Model 127A vac-

uum gauge, a capacitance-type manometer accurate to +7 Pa (+0.001 psia) that is

used widely as a secondary standard. Least-squares linear fits were made on the cal-

ibration data from which the transducers' sensitivities were obtained. About thirty

minutes elapsed between a run and the calibration during which significant zero shift

was encountered. The drift problem was overcome by "renulling" the transducers

through comparing their outputs against the vacuum gauge prior to tunnel firing.



Subsequently,the acquired data were converted into engineering units, with the sen-

sitivities obtained from calibration and the offsets obtained from the finM renulling

adjustment. The calibrations were checked continually throughout the daily test se-

quence and the transducers were re-calibrated if necessary. Other problems of piezore-

sistive transducers, namely, thermal zero shift and thermal sensitivity were negligible

due to the short run times of the tests.

With only eight data-acquisition channels available, detailed surface pressure dis-
tributions were obtained with a number of runs. Seven channels were used to measure

surface pressures through the interaction while the eighth was used to measure a ref-

erence pressure poo. For the fin interaction, this pressure was measured 17.3 mm

(0.68 in. or 1.3/_o) ahead of the fin apex at the flat-plate centerline while for the

expansion corner interaction, it was measured 34.9 mm (1.375 in. or 2.66°) ahead

of the corner. The measured interaction pressures were normalized by the reference

pressure to minimize the effects of run-to-run variations in pressure arising from dif-

ficulties in estimating the stagnation conditions due to uncertainty in estimating the

shock Mach number. In other words, the variations in pressure were equivalent to a

small Reynolds number effect. Unused orifices were plugged with dummy transducer

replicas made from steel rods.

For the expansion corner experiments, an attempt was made to characterize the

surface pressure fluctuations. The bandwidth of the data was about 2-100 kHz, the

lower cutoff frequency being determined by the available test time of about 0.5 ms.

About 60 percent of the rms fluctuations were captured within the data bandwidth. TM

Each data record possessed about 500 data points which were deemed adequate for

statistical analyses. To check if the above statement was valid, a number of data

records were divided into two halves and the mean and rms values of these halves

were compared. The mean and rms values differed from one to twelve percent and on

average differed by six percent. Therefore, it was thought that the amount of data

per record was sufficient.

In analyzing the data, the transduce_rspatial and frequency resolution limits were

considered. The 100-kHz transducer bandwidth severely limited the upper nondi-

mensional frequency f_5/Uoo to about unity which was low compared to previous

dynamic measurements) _ The frequency resolution was also compared with those

of different investigations by using a reduced frequency fv_,/U_. In the present ex-

periments, fv_o/U_ _ 0.008 which was also comparatively low. 17 In addition to the

bandwidth limitation, high frequency damping was also partly due to transducer size.

A nondimensional transducer diameter d + = U, d/v_ was used for examining the ef-

fects of transducer size on spatial resolution, d being the transducer diameter. In the

present experiments, d + _ 200 which was in the 50-500 range of most supersonic

experiments, lr It remained unclear how d +, f_5/Uoo or fv_,/U_ could be used to pro-

vide proper estimates of transducer spatial and frequency resolutions at high Mach

numbers. The inability to resolve the highest frequencies nevertheless meant that

knowledge on the spectral behavior of the finest scales that adjusts rapidly down-

10



stream of the corner was missing. Finally, it may also be noted that no corrections

were made to the data due to the transducer size.

A boundary-layer rake was used to survey the undisturbed boundary layer and

the two-dimensional interactions generated by shock impingement near an expansion

corner. The rake consisted of a 130-mm (5.125-in.) long, 57-mm (2.25-in.) high by 22-

mm (0.875-in.) wide hollow housing with a streamlined nose. In front of the housing

were machined two slots, 38 mm (1.5 in.) high by 3.2 mm (0.125 in. wide), on either

side of the plane of symmetry. One of the slots was for an array of pitot probes

and the other was for an array of thermocouples. A stack of three pitot probes and

another stack of three thermocouple probes were fastened into a movable subhousing

within the main housing. The probes protruded through the slots and could be moved

in small albeit variable steps to build up a boundary-layer profile in about four runs.

After positioning the probes, a set screw was tightened against the subhousing to

lock the probes in place. The pitot probes for boundary-layer surveys were flattened

as is typical. To obtain adequate response, Kullte transducers were placed 18 mm

(0.7 in.) from the tube orifices. The thermocouples were exposed to the incoming

stream and were used for estimating stagnation temperature using a heat transfer

method. TM Unfortunately, the thermocouple response was too slow for the stagnation

temperature to be estimated accurately.

For fin interactions, surface oil-dot visualization was also explored. Surface flow

visualization was successfully used in determining the surface topological features

of swept interactions. 6 However, its application in short-duration facilities appears

problematic and is rare. Successful implementations were reported in Refs. 19 and 20.

An effort was therefore undertaken in the present research to develop the technique.

A mixture of Dow-Corning "200" 20-centistoke silicone oil and powdered, colored

classroom chalk provided the appropriate qualities of low viscosity and low vapor

pressure that were needed. Special applicators with sharp pins in a 31.8 mm (0.125 in.)

grid were built to dot the mixture on the test surface. The oil-dot technique was found

to be more suited for a shock-tunnel en:¢i_onment than the oil-flow technique. This

is because long streaks obtained in the oil-flow visualization technique did not form

in the shock tunnel due to the short run times. Without visible streaks, the oil-flow

technique would be of limited utility. Further, the pattern was somewhat damp at

the end of a run and, if the oil-flow technique was used, there was a greater chance of

ruining the pattern when it was being lifted up than if the oil-dot technique was used.

After a run, the pattern was lifted using laminating sheets and pasted on a sheet of

paper. Analysis could then be performed on the fullsize, undistorted patterns.

2.2 Models

2.2.1 Interaction Test Surface

The flat plate on which the boundary layer developed was made of stainless steel

squares mounted on an aluminum base and a stainless steel frame as follows. A 12.7-

ll
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Figure 5: Surface pressure on flat plate.

mm (0.5-in.) thick aluminum base was hollowed out on top for instrumentation and

ancilliary wiring, the wiring being channeled through a port in an end cap bolted to

the rear. On this base were attached 12.7-mm (0.5-in.) thick, stainless steel plates

200 mm (8 in.) square. These plates had grooves lined with O-ring material and

were butted against each other tightly to provide a smooth test surface. To maintain

structural integrity, the leading-edge segment which had a 15°-sharp leading edge

was usually not removed from the aluminum base. The flat-plate subassembly was

mounted 50 mm (2 in.) below the tunnel centerline to avoid "wave focusing" in ax-

isymmetric test sections. 21 "Skirts" made of 25-ram (1-in.) square stainless steel rods

with pointed upward-curving tips were attached along both sides of the model, serv-

ing to prevent crossflow contamination from the lower surface. 22 The entire assembly

was mounted onto a pedestal which in turn was bolted to the floor of the test section.

The flat plate was long enough to enable a turbulent boundary layer to develop

through the test region. However, due to the limited length of the test section, the

flat plate protruded into the nozzle and diffuser. Thus, the boundary layer developing

over the flat plate was initially subjected to a favorable pressure gradient, Fig. 5. 23

Nonetheless, in the test region, starting at about 750 mm (29.5 in.) from the flat-

plate leading edge, the surface pressure showed only an extremely slight, favorable

longitudinal pressure gradient which can be safely ignored. Assuming that the undis-

turbed surface pressure was constant resulted in an average data scatter of about

three percent which was within measurement accuracy.

12



2.2.2 Fins

The fin model was fabricated from aluminum plate. It had a 10°-sharp leading edge

and was 152 mm (6 in.) long and 127 mm (5 in.) high to ensure that a dimensionless,

semi-infinite swept interaction 8 was obtained. A rubber seal under the fin and a thin

ribbon of silicone rubber sealant on the leeside of the fin prevented leakage. The fin tip

was located 761 mm (29.95 in.) from the flat-plate leading edge and 38 mm (1.5 in.)

from one of the flat-plate sides. The fin was clamped tightly to the flat plate and its

angle of attack was set to c_ = 5, 10, 15 and 20+ 0.1 °. The corresponding values of M,,

were 1.51, 2.14, 2.85 and 3.58 with respective pressure ratios of _12 = 2.48, 5.19, 9.30

and 14.82.

It was thought that quasi-conical symmetry 24-2s may exist in a hypersonic, fin-

induced interaction. Therefore, better resolution of the surface pressure would be

obtained if measurements were made along arcs centered at the fin apex than in rows

parallel or perpendicular to the incoming flow. In the present experiments, pressure

taps were located along two arcs at s = 114 mm (4.5 in.) and 152 mm (6 in.) from

the fin apex. The first tap was located at 2 ° from the incoming flow direction and

subsequent taps were spaced at 4 ° intervals. A centerline tap 17.27 mm (0.68 in.)

ahead of the fin apex was used to measure a reference pressure poo.

2.2.3 Expansion Corners

For experiments involving shock impingement near expansion corners, a sharp convex

corner was located at 768 mm (30.25 in.) from the flat-plate leading edge. Surface

pressures across the corner were measured from 38.1 mm (1.5 in.) upstream to 60.3

mm (2.375 in.) downstream using a row of flush-mounted pressure transducers in

orifices offset from the centerline by 3,I8 mm (0.125 in.) and spaced 6.35 mm (0.25

in.) or 0.47_o apart.

In designing the expansion corners, it was thought that hypersonic similarity may
exist between corner flows at different Mach numbers for give//values of the parameter

K-- Moo(_ (1)

where a is the corner angle in radians, this similarity being analogous to hypersonic

similarity between slender bodies 27 and which was shown by Stollery and Bates 2s to

be an important parameter for hypersonic turbulent flows. Thus, it was thought that

the hypersonic experiments would be more revealing if they were performed with val-

ues of K comparable to those found in more numerous supersonic experiments. Such

an expectation for a hypersonic flow meant small corner angles were necessary for

the experiments. These angles were chosen as a = 2.5 ° and 4.25 °, with correspond-

ing values of K = 0.35 and 0.59 at Mach 8, and were machined to an accuracy of

-4-0.1". (A combined supersonic-hypersonic similarity parameter c_/M_ - 1 proposed

by Van Dyke 29 was also examined but this parameter was found to be applicable to

a restricted range of very small values of _ only.)

13
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The above assertion of K as a suitable similarity parameter was reinforced by the

observation that the inviscid experimental conditions of different investigations 3°-_

collapsed very well in terms of K, Fig. 6. This figure shows that the present values of a

resulted in values of K that were within the range of previous supersonic experiments

as mentioned above. Further, Fig. 6 also compares the pressure ratio as a function

of K for Mach numbers from 1.5 through !5 with that for the hypersonic limit, this

limiting case being shown as a thick line. In the limit of Moo _ oo, 2r

PiP--E=(1 7-iI()2"_1('_-1)2 (2)

Eqn. (2) is not limited to small expansion corners and, therefore, K is not restricted

by the requiremeni_ of a small perturbation when used as a similarity parameter in the

present application, unlike hypersonic slender-body theory. The excellent collapse of

the pressure ratio through a wide range of K, even at quite low Mach numbers, may

be attributed to the isentropic nature of the inviscid expansive flow. Nonetheless, for

a given Mach number, there is a maximum value of K, corresponding to expansion to

vacuum, this maximum value being smaller at lower Mach number. Further, the plots

in Fig. 6 are of inviscid flows which can be turned through large corner angles. (The

lower Math number curves in Fig. 6 have been chopped below the maximum inviscid

solution to reduce cluttering of the figure.) In a viscous flow, the boundary layer

would separate at some critical corner angle, this angle being dependent on the Mach

number, amongst other parameters. Thus, extremely strong hypersonic expansions

that exist at large _, which are beyond the scope of the present investigation, will not

have supersonic counterparts. These facts have to be borne in mind when comparing

14



data obtained at low Mach numberswith thoseobtained at higher Mach numbers.
The appropriatenessof K as a scaling parameter will be further discussed later.

2.2.4 Two-Dimensional, External Shock Generators

Shocks were impinged near the expansion corner by an external shock generator

attached to an angle-of-attack adapter. The shock generator was fabricated out of

aluminum plate and was 133 mm (5.25 in.) long, 178 mm (7.0 in.) wide and 12.7 mm

(0.5 in.) thick. The leading-edge bevel was 25 °. Due to the lack of previous studies

of shock impingement near an expansion corner, it was thought that a systematic

approach would be to study weak, unseparated interactions first. Hence, two adapters

that set the angle of attack of the shock generator to _ = 2 and 4o4 . 0.1 ° were used to

mount the shock generator to a sting. In a Mach 8 stream, the two wedges generated

weak shocks that produced inviscid pressure ratios of 1.46 and 2.09 respectively. The

shock generator was located with its tip 76 mm above the test surface such that an

inviscid shock would impinge the test surface at :_ = -1, 0 and 1 from the corner.

2.3 Test Conditions

The shock tunnel was operated in the reflected shock, overtailored mode, also known

as the "equilibrium interface" mode, 34 to obtain high Reynolds number, perfect gas

conditions, l° Unfortunately, this technique produced a useful test time of 0.3-0.5 ms

in the present experiments, the actual test time being highly dependent on the ini-

tial unsteady wave system past the test configuration. To obtain the desired test

conditions, the driver tube was charged to 24 MPa 4- 1.5 percent (3,500 psia) and

the double-diaphragm section to about 12 MPa (1,750 psia). The driven tube was

charged to 280 kPa 4- 1.3 percent (40 psia) after first being evacuated to remove

moist ambient air. The test section, diffuser, and dump tank were evacuated to be-

low 0.32 kPa (0.05 psia). The gas used throughout the tunnel was dried, unhe_ed

air. .

Breaking the two diaphragms by venting the double-diaphragm section started the

tunnel whereby a shock propagated into the driven tube and an unsteady expansion

propagated into the driver tube. The actual speed of the shock as it propagated

through the driven tube had to be known in order to estimate the test conditions.

The shock speed was determined by timing the shock passage toward the end of the

driven tube. The initial conditions produced a shock Mach number of 2.15 with a run-

to-run variation of less than 4-5 percent. The low shock Mach number ensured that

real gas effects were negligibly small. The test conditions for the present study were an

incoming freestream velocity of 1.24 km s -1 (4,080 ft/s), a nominal freestream Mach

number of 8, stagnation pressure and temperature of po = 5.38 MPa (780 psia) and

To = 820 K (1,480°R) respectively and a Reynolds number of Re = 10.2 x 106 m -1

(3.1 miltion/ft). This Reynolds number was deemed acceptable when compared with

existing hypersonic facilities. 3s'3s The static pressure and temperature under the above
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conditionswere0.55kPa (0.08psia) and 59K (107°R) respectively and corresponded

to conditions slightly above the air saturation lineY The flat plate was at room

temperature (T,_ _ 290 K, 522 °R) and thus the experiments were performed under

cold-wail conditions (T_/To w, 0.35). For flow past the 2.5 ° and 4.25 ° corners, the

downstream inviscid conditions were static pressures and temperatures of 0.33 kPa

(0.048 psia) and 51 K (92 °R), and 0.23 kPa (0.033 psia) and 46 K (83 °R) respectively.
These conditions were close to but above the air saturation line. 3_' The respective

downstream Mach numbers were 8.65 and 9.15.

The low accuracy in estimating the shock Mach number was thought to be mis-

leading because the accuracy was limited by the accuracy of resolving the shock fronts

and was not due to poor control of the initial tunnel conditions. The five percent

repeatability in the estimated shock Mach number between runs resulted in an es-

timated maximum scatter of thirteen percent, seven percent and twenty percent on

the stagnation pressure and temperature, and Reynolds number respectively for the
ensemble of runs. As discussed in Sect. 2.1.4 above, steps were taken to minimize the

run-to-run variation through normalizing the surface pressure.

It is well known that the transition Reynolds number increases with Mach num-

ber. In hypersonic testing of turbulent boundary-layer flows, long models are, there-

fore, unavoidable. Artificially tripping the boundary layer to shorten the model was

not suitable since disturbances caused by the trips would be convected for long dis-

tances downstream. 3s Using the correlations of Ref. 39, the boundary layer in the

present experiments was deemed turbulent ahead of the corner location. Further,

the undisturbed boundary layer was surveyed 23 and it was found to be nominally

two-dimensional in the test region. From the pitot pressure profiles, the incoming

boundary layer thickness was estimated at 13.5 + 2 mm (0.53 4- 0.08 in). (It may be

noted here that the use of the pitot pressure profile for estimating the boundary-layer

edge is a practice recommended by Fernholz and Finley, 4° especially at high Mach

numbers.) The undisturbed boundary layer possessed characteristics typical of low

Reynolds number, turbulent flows, with Reo = 1800-2300, and it possessed a negligi-

ble wake component. The lack of a v_ake component is evident in Fig. 7 which plots

the velocity profiles in wall coordinates subjected to the Van Driest transformation.

A test flow of about 0.5 ms duration was established at the interaction region

after a starting time of about 2 ms. The test time corresponded to a slug of test gas

0.6 m long. The interaction region along the expansion corner of about 0.2 m, or one-

third the length of test gas, more than fulfilled the requirement for a fully-developed

turbulent flow to exist. 41
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Figure 7: Transformed velocity profiles of undisturbed boundary layer in wall coor-

dinates.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Fin Interactions

Oil-dot flow visualization traces are shown in Figs. 8-11. The fin and the inviscid

shock locations are also shown in each trace. The dots were made using applicators

which had one side cut to match the fin angle. In this way, the rows of dots were

aligned with the incoming freestream direction to ease identification of the surface

flow deflection. Fainter areas on the patterns were due to uneven application of the

oil dots and were not interaction phenomena. Also, lines visible in some of the figures

were seams in between pieces of tape used to lift the pattern. In Fig. 8, slight smearing

of the pattern is evident from the short sI_anwise streaks in the region ahead of the fin.

Smearing was caused by applying the oil too heavily. These artifacts of the technique,

although distracting, did not pose serious problems in analyzing the traces.

For the pattern produced by the a = 5 ° interaction, the surface flow was deflected

through a large angular extent compared to the inviscid shock. A distinct convergence

line that would form if the streaks were merged for separated interaction was not seen

in the pattern and this was likely due to the shortness of the streaks. Nonetheless,

the interaction was deemed to be separated because the streaks were deflected to

angles larger than flo, a situation that occurs in separated, supersonic interactions.

Additionally, the separation appeared to occur very close to the upstream influence

line. The observed separation lent support to Korkegi's criterion, 42 which for Mach

8 predicts a fin angle for incipient separation of 2.2 °. Also, it can be seen that

the interaction "bowed" out very rapidly from the fin apex to produce a highly-swept
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Figure 8: Oil-dot visualizationpattern of fin interactions,c_= 5°.
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Figure 9: Oil-dot visualization pattern of fin interactions, a = 10%
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Figure 10: Oil-dot visualization pattern of fin interactions, cr = 15 °.

FIN

Figure 11: Oil-dot visualization pattern of fin interactions, a = 20°.
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Figure 12: Surface flow deflection angle of fin interactions, a = 5 °.

pattern with a pronounced curve in the inception region. The curvature, coupled with

the relatively poor quality of this trace, made it difficult to determine if the pattern

exhibited quasi-conical symmetry. Near the corner with the fin where flow attachment

occurred, the dots appeared to be smeared, indicating that the attachment may be

unsteady. The patterns due to the a = 10, 15 ° and 20" fins were qualitatively similar

to that due to the 5 ° fin; the major difference was that the extent of the interaction

increased. In addition, the streaks were highly deflected and the interaction did not

appear to reach a quasi-conical state within the measurement region.

The surface flow deflection angle a was determined quantitatively from the oil-dot

traces and plotted against 0 in Figs. 12-15 at three different radii of 76 mm (3 in.),

114 omm (4.5 in.) and 152 mm (6 in.) from the fin apex. The streaks deflected to

angles as large as 20 ° for the a = 5 ° interaction and deflected to about 40 ° for the

strongest interactions studied. For the strongest interactions, the streak deflections
showed local minima which are associated with secondary separation} 9 These dips

in the flow deflection angles indicated a convergence of the oil streaks which may

not be immediately obvious from visual inspection of the patterns. The present data

were consistent with Zheltovodov's secondary separation criterion formulated from

supersonic interactions# Also, the patterns showed that a very near the fin was from

5 to 20 ° greater than the fin angle. These large deflections suggested that the flow

attached very near, if not at, the base of the fin.

Turning next to the surface pressure distribution, these are plotted in Figs. 16-

19. The characteristic dip in the pressure distribution in well-separated, supersonic

interactions 6 is not seen in the figures even though the interactions are deemed sep-

arated from surface visualization. Only in the cr = 20 ° case was there a distinct dip.
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There are some possible reasons for the pressure distributions in the present study

not possessing a dip. The first is that the interaction is not fully developed, the

experiments not being performed far enough from the fin apex to capture a dip. Sec-

ondly, the Reynolds number may be lower than those in the supersonic experiments,

thereby causing the anomalous result. Thirdly, the reason may be that there are

distinct differences between hypersonic and supersonic interactions. Further study at

other high Mach numbers and with a longer interaction extent may provide answers.

In general, the surface pressure distributions appeared to take on an approximately

bi-level form throughout the interaction. From the upstream influence to near the

inviscid shock trace, the surface pressure distributions appeared to be in the form of

a "plateau" with p/poo" _ 2. This plateau region was fairly large in angular extent,

being 20-30 ° at r = 114mm. At the vicinity of the inviscid shock, the pressure

began rising rapidly. The subsequent region of high pressure was extremely narrow

compared to the plateau region, being only about 5 ° in angular extent. Except for the

weakest case, the surface pressure did not approach the inviscid downstream value,

even though the 4* angular spacing of the surface pressure was thought to be able to

resolve some detail. This behavior was unlike that found in supersonic interactions

where a pressure "overshoot" is found in the farfleld of highly-separated interactions. 6

The reason for the observed hypersonic behavior is still not clear at present although

it is probably tied to the nature of the impinging jet structure in the extremely

congested region near attachment. 43
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3.2 Expansion Corner Flows

The mean surface pressure distributions for a = 2.5 ° and 4.25 ° expansion corners,

normalized by the static pressure measured 2.66o upstream of the corner, are plotted

in Fig. 20. Also shown are the inviscid pressure distributions for an incoming Mach

8 flow. No upstream influence of the corner was detected, an observation consistent

with previous turbulent studies. 31-33 and unlike laminar flows. 44'45 The measured

pressures approached the downstream inviscid values some distance -_9 = zO/6o from

the corners although adequate downstream data could not be obtained due to model

limitations. (The pressure decay should strictly be asymptotic to the downstream

inviscid value.) The "downstream influence" of the corner xO was estimated as that

from the corner to the intersection of the tangent through the downstream pressure

distribution with the inviscid downstream pressure as depi6ted in Fig. 20. The present

data showed that the l_ger the corner angle, the stronger the expansion and thus

the longer the downstream influence.

As mentioned previously, it was thought that the the expansion process and the

downstream influence may depend primarily on K. Therefore, the downstream in-

fluence data are plotted together with data extracted from previous investigations in

Fig. 21. Bloy's data 3° show excessive scatter and are included simply to reveal the

trend of _D with higher values of K. The collapse of data from Mach 1.76 through 8

supports the validity of K as a scaling parameter, at least for XD up to K _ 1 where

reliable data exist. This validity is particularly striking between the fairly good col-

lapse of Dussauge and Gaviglio's 33 downstream influence with one of the present test

cases for approximately the same value of K. Fig. 21 shows that the surface pres-

sure of weak expansions reaches the downstream inviscid value quickly. These weak
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conditions can be achieved at low supersonic Mach numbers even for considerably

large corner angles as in the case of Dussauge and Gaviglio. z3 In the past, this rapid

pressure decay led to the conclusion that the surface pressure reaches the downstream

inviscid value in a distance of about one incoming boundary layer thickness. 48

The effect of the expansion on surface pressure fluctuations was also examined.

Previous studies 3z'4r applied rapid distortion approximations to predict the Reynolds

stresses with good accuracy. Both experiment and analysis show dramatic decreases

in velocity fluctuations and Reynolds stresses but not of the mass-flux fluctuations. 47

Further, mean velocity profiles z2'3z show tremendous amounts of distortion of the

outer layer from the fully developed, equilibrium, turbulent profile. In addition, in

some instances a "sub-boundary layer" develops through a thickdning of the viscous

sublayer which indicates that the boundary layer may "relaminarize, "4s a term which

should however be used with caution in view of the nearly unattenuated mass-flux

fluctuations downstream. 4r

The pressure fluctuations remained Gaussian downstream of the expansion corner

as is illustrated in Fig. 22 which plots the normalized probability density function

(pdf) against the standard deviation from the mean 4s for an undisturbed location at

:_ = -0.71 and for downstream locations at _" = 1.18. The pdf of the 4.25*expansion

showed more distortion from the Gaussian than that of the 2.5 ° expansion. This

might be due to an insufficiently long data record because contamination from the

tunnel starting and stopping processes gave rise to slightly higher pressures at both

ends of the data record, thereby causing the pdf to be skewed slightly.

The standard deviations of the surface pressure fluctuations were normalized by

the local mean surface pressure, by the dynamic freestream pressure at _, = 0 and
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normalized by incoming value.

by the incoming standard deviation, and are plotted in Figs. 23-25 respectively. The

ensemble of ap data upstream of the corner had an rms error band of about =1=2

percent, which was presumed to be the error in the ap estimate through the expansion

downstream as well. Plotted in Fig. 23 for _ < 0 is Laganelli et al.'s 49 semi-empirical

correlation for a flat-plate flow. The present measurements upstream of the corner

were slightly below, but probably within the range of validity, of that predicted by

Laganelli et al. The lower fluctuation level measured might be due to the limited

frequency bandwith of the present experiments. Nonetheless, the discrepancy between

the present data and Laganelli et at.'s prediction was not severe.

In addition, the data showed the intuitive expectation of a decrease in the fluc-

tuations downstream of the expansion corner, with ap/p decreasing from about 0.08

upstream to about 0.046 and about 0.033 for c_ = 2.5 and 4.25 ° respectively at _ = 4.

Similarly, ap/qo,_ decreased from about 0.002 on the flat plate to about 0.001 and

about 0.0007 for the two respective corners at _ = 4, Fig. 24. Moreover, the ap

data did not show any asymptotic behavior or an increase within the measurement

range that might indicate either formation of a new "quiescent" sub-boundary layer

or retransition to a fully-developed turbulent flow. The data indicated that the effect

of the expansion process on the surface pressure fluctuations was incomplete even

at the most downstream measurement station and, most likely, that the boundary

layer was not in equilibrium. Further, using the predictions of Laganelli et al., 49 the

downstream pressure fluctuations for a fully developed, turbulent, flat plate flow were

estimated and are shown as short horizontal lines at the right in Figs. 23-25. Fig. 23

shows that at the most downstream measurement station, ap/p was about 45 percent
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and about 60 percent below the turbulence predictions for the two respective weaker

and stronger expansions. In terms of dynamic pressure, the surface pressure fluctua-

tions were about 40 percent below the turbulent predictions for the 2.5 ° corner and

was about 53 percent below the predictions for the 4.25 ° corner, Fig. 24. It is obvious

that the surface pressure fluctuations for the stronger expansion would take a longer

distance to recover to the presumably ultimate turbulent level given a sufficiently

long downstream length.

Another way of viewing the surface pressure fluctuation development is to com-

pare the fluctuations with that of the incoming boundary layer, Fig. 25. Fig. 25

'" emphasizes even more clearly the attenuation provoked by the favorable pressure gra-

dient. The surface pressure fluctuations four boundary layer thicknesses downstream

of the corner damped to 37 percent and 21 percent of the incoming value for the 2.5 °

and 4.25 ° corners respectively. Possibly, these downstream fluctuation levels could

be the "tare" levels of the shock tunnel although this was expected to be unlikely

since the tunnel vibrations were at lower frequencies. The data indicated once again

that the flow at four to five boundary layer thicknesses downstream of the corner was

still relatively quiescent. Although data were unavailable presently and are proba-

bly unfeasible to obtain, it is thought that the boundary layer would revert to an

equilibrium turbulent state and that the entire "recovery" process would occupy a

long distance of possibly hundreds of boundary layer thicknesses downstream of the

corner, s° This behavior can be significant in designing high-speed vehicles where even

relatively weak expansions such as studied presently can be used to severely attenuate

surface pressure fluctuations perhaps for considerable distances downstream.
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The space-time cross correlation of the surface pressure fluctuations were examined

as well. Three space-time correlations are plotted in Figs. 26a-c, namely those of a flat

plate and the two expansion corners. That of the flat plate was obtained upstream

of the corner for transducer spacings of _ = 0.47 5o and 0.94 6o whereas those of

the expansions were obtained with the first transducer located at x - 1.185o and

with two additional transducers downstream spaced at 0.47 50 intervals. The cross

correlations downstream of the expansion appeared broadly similar in shape as that

of the flat plate. These cross correlations were also typical of turbulent flows in which

the maxima occur at a positive time delay, r*. A convection velocity can therefore

be defined as

(3)

The convective velocity suggests that a disturbance, in this case a wall pressure sig-

nal, is convected from one transducer to a downstream transducer at a time interval

7"'. The actual estimates of Uc in the present experiments were prone to error due to

difficulties in resolving the maxima accurately. A one lis error resulted in an error of

ten percent to Uc; similar error bands can be inferred from previous investigations. 1_

Within measurement accuracy, Uc for a given transducer was roughly constant re-

gardless of the test configuration. Thus, with _ = 0.47 3o, U:/U_> = 0.65, 0.71 and

0.55 for the flat plate, and for the 2.5 ° and 4.25* corner respectively, where Uo. was

the incoming freestream velocity. Further, with _ = 0.94 5o, Uc/Uo_ = 0.70, 0.79 and

0.60 for the three configurations respectively. There appeared to be a definite trend

of an increase of Uc with _, this being also observed by previous investigators for flat

plate flows. 17

The increase in convection velocity is commonly interpreted as follows. Small

scale (or high frequency) components of the pressure fluctuations are thought to

travel downstream slowly since these fluctuations, being small, would be convected

at velocities more typical of the lower portion of the boundary layer. These small

fluctuations also have a short "time constant" and decay rapidly: .On the other hand,

the large-scale pressure fluctuations can be expected to be associated with large eddies
within the boundary layer which are convected downstream at higher velocities.

The individual transducer data were correlated by themselves to give rise to an-

tocorrelations R.vp (_'). Although autocorrelations are commonly plotted with the

time delay r on the abscissa, the present data are plotted against a nondimensional

"convection distance" /_ = r U_/5o to facilitate the discussion, where a value of

U_ _, 0.65U_ _ 810ms -i (2,650 ft/sec) was used. Thus, both Uc and 50 were as-

sumed constant although they were expected to increase through the expansions.

The increase of both terms were approximately compensated by the normalization.

Using Dc tacitly accepted Taylor's hypothesis,/)_ representing the distance in terms

of 50 that a disturbance was convected at a velocity Uc. The autocorrelations of the

surface pressure fluctuations Rpp (r) are plotted in Fig. 27 for both corner angles. In

the figures, the autocorrelation upstream of the corner is shown as a thick solid line

whereas the autocorrelations downstream are shown as symbols connected by dotted
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lines• The symbols denote only one quarter of the total data for each correlation

to avoid cluttering the plots• Also, the legend for Fig. 27b is the same as that for

Fig. 27a and is omitted for clarity.

The autocorrelations showed shapes typical of those encountered in surface pres-

sure measurements at lower Mach numbers, namely, they exhibited a rapid decrease

followed by a shallow negative lobe and a subsequent shallow positive lobe. For larger

values of De, the shallow positive lobe in Rpp (r) in the present experiments might

be affected by disturbances from flow starting or stopping because of the short du-

ration of the quasi-steady test period. It was difficult to detect any trends in the

autocorrelations which may be because the expansions were weak.

An integral scale and a microscale were estimated from the autocorrelations.

These estimates were of the ensemble of the downstream measurements for each

test configuration. The determination was affected by "jitters" and "bumps" in the

curves. The integral scale, found by integrating the autocorrelations, was estimated

to be about 4.5 _o for the 2.50 expansion and about 6.7 _o for the 4.25 ° expansion, with

an rms scatter of 4- 20 and 4- 10 percent. (in physical dimensions, the integral scales

were 75 :t: 15/1s and 110 :k 10ps respectively.) The integral scale obtained was larger

than the incoming boundary layer thickness, a phenomenon also found in previous

flat-plate studies which was attributed by Dolling and Dussauge 1_' to the limited data

bandwidth. Despite the difficulties associated with data bandwidth, the integral scale

is a rough measure of the interval that a turbulent signal is correlated with itself, and

the trend of the data indicated that the "large-scale" surface pressure fluctuations

maintained their identities longer for the stronger expansion.

The microscale determination was also affected by the "jaggedness" of the auto-
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correlations,perhapsmoresothan for the integral scale,and the following technique
wasusedfor its estimation. Only data very near the origin werefitted to an Osculat-
ing parabola,with data thresholdsof r Uc/5o = 4- 2, + 1, 4- 0.75, 4-0.5, and 4- 0.25. A

second-order least-squares fit was then performed on the microscales obtained from

the data within the five individual thresholds. Extrapolation to r Uc/5o _ 0 of the

curvefit constants obtained for the data thresholds then gave the desired value of

the microscale. The composite value of the microscale for both expansion corners

given by the above technique was about r U_/5o = 1, with an rms scatter of 20-40

percent. This value was also on the same order as that found for the upstream flow.

In physical dimensions, this corresponded to a time of 16/_s and, invoking Taylor's

hypothesis, a distance of about one boundary layer thickness. The present estimates

were much lower than those of Raman sl for a Mach 7.4 flow past a flat plate in which

the microscale was about 50 gs, and were thought to be more accurate since only

data very near the origin were fitted to the osculating parabola by a limiting process.

3.3 Shock Impingement on a Flat Plate

To ultimately understand the mutual interaction between an impinging shock wave

and an expansion corner, preliminary experiments were performed of a shock imping-

ing on a flat plate. A weak shock impinged the flat plate at 0.77 m (30.25 in.) from

the leading edge and induced an unseparated interaction. The unseparated nature

of the interaction can be deduced from previous correlations 4 or inferred from the

surface pressure distributions in which no plateau or dip, which indicates separation,

was seen, Fig. 28. In Fig. 28, the streamwise location is referred to the inviscid shock

impingement position on the flat plate.

The size of the interaction, based on the mean surface pressure distribution, was

larger for the stronger shock, it being about 5.550 compared to about 25o for the weaker

case. (The slight irregularity of the downstream surface pressure for the 2° shock

generator may be due to small deviations in setting the angle between runs.) From

the surface pressure distribution, an upstream influence scale was obtained. 6 The

upstream influence x_ was normalized by the incoming boundary-layer momentum

thickness 5 o and plotted against the inviscid pressure ratio PF/Pl in Fig. 29. The lack

of detailed, hypersonic, upstream influence data prompted a comparison with some

Mach 3 data instead. For attached flows at Mach 8 and 3, the normalized, upstream

influence are approximately the same. However, the present unseparated case had a

smaller upstream influence than separated flows at Mach 3 when PF/Pl > 4. 52

The unsteadiness of the interaction was also explored by an examination of the

surface pressure fluctuations. Figs. 30a-c plot the standard deviations of the pressure

fluctuations ap normalized by the local mean pressure p_, the upstream rms pressure

ap,o and the upstream dynamic pressure q_ respectively. The general characteristics

of the rms distribution were typical of some previous supersonic studies. 54-s6 Fig. 30a

shows that the intensity of the surface pressure fluctuations ap/p,_ increased rapidly

z
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downstream of the upstream influence, reached a maximum and then decreased grad-

ually to the level of the undisturbed, flat plate value. The undisturbed rms level

was reached in about. 2-38o downstream of the inviscid shock impingement position.

The data also showed the effect of shock strength in which the maximum rms value

was larger for the stronger interaction. Moreover, the extent of the disturbance as

determined by the rms pressure distribution was larger for the stronger interaction.

Figs. 30b, c emphasize the unsteadiness, in which the rms pressure fluctuations in-

creased at the start of the interaction and reached a plateau. In particular, the

plateau in Fig. 30c was about 0.3 and 0.7 percent of qoo due to the 2° and 4 ° deflec-

tions whereas ap of the incoming flow was only about 0.2 percent of qoo. Obviously,

even weak shocks are capable of significantly amplifying surface pressure fluctuations

in a hypersonic flow. The increase of the surface pressure fluctuations is thought to

be due to turbulence amplification. 57

The peak in the rms pressure fluctuation in Fig. 30a is a characteristic of shock

wave boundary-layer interactions. In Fig. 31, the normalized peak rms pressure fluc-

tuation (_'p/p_,,o),,=_ is plotted against the shock strength PF/Pl and 8"p - ap - ap,o.

The collapse of the present data and previous Mach 3 data $4'56 is fairly good. Tran 5r
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suggests that the presence of a peak in the rms pressure fluctuation indicates strong
intermittent behavior at start of the interaction. This intermittent nature is further

examined through probability density functions which are summarized in Figs. 32

and 33. For the weaker case where/3 = 2", the pdf was slightly skewed negatively

at _" = -0.5, with the most probable value at half an rms count below the mean.

The other stations upstream or downstream of ._ = -0.5 showed random behavior.

The pdf of stronger case where/3 = 4° was more skewed near the upstream influ-

ence line (_" = -2.5 as determined from the mean surface pressure distribution).

For the stronger interaction, the pdf was bimodal further downstream at 5 = 1.5.

The surface pressure signal alternated between two maxima of the probability curve

(-0.75ap and 0.25ap) which is characteristic of intermittent shock motion through the

boundary layer. Thus, intermittent behavior existed even in unseparated hypersonic

interactions. According to Dolling and Or, 54 the intermittency arises from the wall

pressure alternating between that of the undisturbed boundary layer and that of the

flow downstream of the shock. Finally, the pdfs near the inviscid shock impingement

location was nearly Gaussian with the most probable value slightly above the mean

as observed by Dolling and Or. s4

The mean boundary-layer development was examined through pitot pressure mea-

surements 12.7-38.1 mm (0.5-1.5 in.) downstream of the shock impingement position.

The pitot pressure profiles are shown in Fig. 34. Distance and pressure are normalized

with respect to the incoming boundary layer thickness and the pitot pressure at the

boundary-layer edge. The abscissa is offset for clarity. The normalized pitot pressure

profiles showed similiar features as those of previous studies. 5s'50 In the present pro-

files, a "kink" associated with the pressure jump across the reflected shock can be

seen near the test surface, from which it can be deduced that the reflected shock was

imbedded inside the boundary layer through the measurement region.

3.4 Mutual Interaction Between a Shock and an Expansion

Corner

The mutual interaction between an impinging shock wave and an expansion corner

in a turbulent boundary layer is discussed here. The interactions generated were

weak and in one case, the shock was nearly "cancelled" by the expansion in the sense

that the downstream static pressure was approximately equal to that upstream of the

interaction. The shocks impinged the flat plate either at the corner or at 4-_o from

it. Twelve distinct test cases were examined.

The normalized surface pressure distributions are plotted in Figs. 35-37. In these

figures, the pressure distributions for the 2.5 ° expansion corner are shown on top

while those for the 4.25 ° expansion corner are shown below. In each figure, pressure

distributions for the two deflection angles of/3 = 2 ° and 4° are presented together

with the inviscid distribution.

In the absence of the downstream expansion corner, the surface pressure eventually
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rose to the inviscid level as discussed previously. However, the surface pressure dis-

tribution with the incident shock upstream of the expansion corner showed a gradual

increase ahead of the inviscid pressure jump, Fig. 35. The proximity of the expansion

corner prevented the pressure from reaching the downstream, inviscid shock level,

with the stronger expansion suppressing the rise more effectively. In the subsequent

expansion, the surface pressure reached the final inviscid value in a relatively shorter

distance of _n = 1-2 compared against a pure expansion corner flow where ._n = 5-6,

Fig. 21. Further, the mutual shock-expansion interaction was evident in a decrease

of the downstream influence with increasing shock strength pr/pl.

For a boundary layer with shock impingement right at the corner, the surface

pressure distributions are displayed in Fig. 36. The surface pressure distributions

appeared similar to those on a flat plate, see Figs. 32 and 33. The corner attenuated

the pressure rise due to the impinging shock. 31 For the a = 4.25 ° and/3 = 2 ° case

where the shock was almost cancelled by the expansion (PF/Pl = 0.95) the surface

pressure downstream of the corner did not decay to the inviscid level within the

measurement zone, Fig. 36b.

When the shock impinged downstream of the corner, the surface pressure distribu-

tions showed a smaller upstream influence compared to those with shock impingement

ahead and on the corner, Fig. 37. The downstream shock was strong enough to over-

come the inviscid pressure drop. In addition, the downstream surface pressure showed

an overshoot compared with inviscid pressure levels. This overshoot may, however,

be due to errors in accurately measuring the shock generator angle.

The upstream influence scale is summarized in Fig. 38, in which the normalized

upstream influence x,,/_ o is plotted for the twelve test cases. The upstream influence

was larger with stronger shocks as expected. When the shock impinged downstream

of the corner, the upstream influence decreased, particularly for/3 = 4 °, due to the

mutual shock--expansion interaction. Further, the upstream influence for a given

shock generator decreased with a stronger expansion. In other words, a stronger

expansion further weakened the pressure rise associated with the incident shock. The

mutual interaction between-the expansion and the shock wave are discussed in more

detail next through an analysis of pressure fluctuation data.

Figs. 39-44 show the rms distribution of the surface pressure fluctuations. The

local rms value crp is normalized by the local surface pressure p,o, the upstream rms

value crp,o and the freestream dynamic pressure q_. The pressure fluctuation with

the impinging shock upstream of the corner (Figs. 39a and 40a) showed some sim-

iliar features, e.g., the "peak" rms pressure fluctuation associated with the strong

intermittent behavior of the interaction, a damping downstream of the expansion

corner and a slight increase further downstream at _ = 3.3 and 4.2 for a = 2.5 ° and

4.25 ° respectively. This slight increase of pressure fluctuation may imply the start

of a recovery to a new equilibrium turbulent state. The shock appeared to enhance

the recovery and moved the recovery location closer to the corner since the expan-

sion corner flow without shock impingement did not show any peak at all. No clear
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peak was discerned in the cases where the shock impinged at

corner, Figs. 41a and 42a. This may be because the recovery

downstream. Further, the fluctuations can be compared with

flow with shock impingement. The appropriate comparison is

or downstream of the

was occurring further

that of the flat plate

with either %/%,o or

ap/q,_. For example, ap/q_ showed a decrease downstream of the expansion corner,

Fig. 40c. At _ = 2.5, ap/qo_ was Q,0015 and 0.0038 for/3 = 2°, 4 ° respectively, and

these were only about 50 percent of the flat plate value (Fig. 30). The attenuation

induced by the favorable pressure gradient is clearly evident.

Furthermore, the characteristic shape of the rms pressure distribution was basi-

cally the same when the incident shock impinged right at the expansion corner as

when the shock impinged ahead of the corner, Figs. 41a and 42a. However, the atten-

uation of the reflected shock by the expansion corner tended to reduce the rms peak.

For a = 4.25 ° and/3 = 2 °, (o'p/p,_)m_,= was about 20 percent below the peak value for

the impinging shock upstream of the corner.

When the shock impinged downstream of the corner, the rms pressure distributions

also showed similiar shapes as those discussed above, Figs. 43a and 44a. However, for

the weakest combination, with o_= 2.5 ° and/3 = 2 °, the influence of the expansion is

not completely clear. Also, Figs. 43b and 44b show that the recovery of the boundary

layer was further downstream compared with those of shock impingement upstream

of the corner. A reduction of interaction length was seen and this implied that the
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influence of the incident shock was weakened by the expansion fan that laid ahead.

Further, it is interesting to note that Chew's study 3_ indicated an independence be-

tween the expansion and incident shock flows as _sh _ 1.5, in which the pressure drop

due to the expansion fan is completed ahead of the impinging shock. In the present

hypersonic flow, the surface pressure decreased in a more uniform fashion due to the

highly-swept expansion fan and there was a larger degree of interference between the

shock and the expansion.

Examples of normalized pdfs for the shock-expansion interaction are plotted in

Figs. 45 and 46. The pdfs showed a highly skewed upstream signal and a bimodal

distribution of pressure fluctuation further downstream which indicated the intermit-

tent nature of the signals due to shock motion. Also, the pdfs of the/3 = 4 ° case

showed a further upstream propagation of disturbances than that of the/3 = 2 ° case.

This indicated a larger upstream influence for a stronger shock strength.

Pitot pressure profiles of shock impingement at a 2.5 ° expansion corner are dis-

played in Fig. 47. Pressure and distance are normalized by the pitot pressure ppit,e

at the boundary layer edge and the local boundary layer thickness 6 respectively.

These profiles can be compared with those of a fiat-plate flow with impinging shock

(Fig. 34). The profiles for both expansion corners showed less distortion than those of

the flat plate. The decreased distortion was due to the neutralization of the reflected

shock waves by the expansion.

4 Conclusions and Recommendations for Further

Study

4.1 Conclusions

4.1.1 Fin Interactions

The fin-induced, shock wave, turbulent boundary-layer interaction at Mach 8 was

found to be highly swept and separated even at the lowest fin angle of a = 5 °.

The large sweep implied a very rapid deflection of the surface flow. The spanwise

extent of the interaction was large in comparison to the inviscid shock location. In

all the cases studied, separation occurred almost immediately following interaction

onset. Attachment occurred very near the base of the fin. Evidence of secondary

separation was found in the interaction generated by a = 10-20 ° fins. The surface

pressure distribution appeared flat for a large extent, almost immediately from the

upstream influence to the vicinity of the inviscid shock location, where the surface

pressure increased rapidly. However, the surface pressure did not reach the inviscid

downstream value unlike supersonic interactions.
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4.1.2 Expansion Corner Flows

A downstream influence was identified based on mean surface pressure distributions

and was found to scale with a hypersonic similarity parameter. An examination of

the surface pressure fluctuations of hypersonic turbulent flow downstream of small

expansion corners revealed that they were normally distributed through the expan-

sion process but were severely attenuated. The pressure fluctuations indicated that

there was no recovery to an equilibrium turbulent flow within four to six incom-

ing boundary-layer thicknesses downstream even though the mean pressures reached
downstream inviscid values within that distance. The fluctuations were convected

with a velocity comparable to that on a flat plate and these fluctuations maintained

their identities longer for stronger expansions. The large damping of the pressure

fluctuations, even by small corner angles, may be exploited in fatigue design.

4.1.3 Shock Impingement Near Expansion Corners

The highly swept shock-expansion system examined in this study interacted closely

unlike that in a supersonic flow. Depending on whether the shock impinged ahead or

behind an expansion corner, the mutual interaction showed different characteristics.

If the shock impinged ahead of the corner, the upstream portion of the interaction

was oblivious of the presence of the corner. Therefore, structural features such as the

upstream influence, measured from the inviscid shock impingement location, were

identical to that arising from impingement on a flat plate. The expansion corner

drastically modified the downstream flow in not only preventing further increases in

pressure but also in damping out the surface pressure fluctuations. When the shock

impinged behind the corner, the shock was able to overcome the expansion process in

preventing the surface pressure from dropping. The downstream influence, measured

from the corner, was shorter. The reduction of the downstream influence and the rms

peak were._dso evident in the rms pressure distribution.

4.2 Recommendations for Further Study

4.2.1 Fin Interactions

The fact that the surface pressures did not reach the inviscid downstream value may

be worth investigating. It would be helpful to extend the wall measurements to

include measurements on the fin surface to provide more insight on the interaction

structure. Off-surface data, e.g., from flow visualization, would verify the flowfield

behavior inferred from the surface measurements.

4.2.2 Expansion Corner Flows

The hypersonic similarity parameter identified in this study is based on a limited

number of cases while the behavior of strongly expansive flows is still unknown. In
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particular, whether strong expansiveflows still scaleaccording to the hypersonic
similarity parameterneedsinvestigation. Relaminarizingflowsare also not well un-
derstood,especiallyat high speeds.Data sensitiveto the transition process,suchas
skin friction or heat transfer,shouldbeusefulin studying relaminarization. Further,
although the flow appearsinviscid in nature and thereforerelatively easyto solveby
a method-of-characteristicsapproach,it may beuseful to perform a triple-deckanal-
ysis to properly characterizethe physicalparametersthat governexpansiveturbulent
flOWS o

4.2.3 Shock Impingement Near Expansion Corners

Based on the present experiments, further work should involve stronger shocks and

expansions, including cases where the shock induces boundary layer separation. How-

ever, such experiments must be carefully thought out with respect to the relative

position of the shock and the corner. The reason is that the separation bubble intro-

duces additional length scales into the interaction. The effect of the expansion on the

downstream flow is perhaps of greater interest than the upstream influence since the

recovery process is expected to be highly dependent on the relative strengths of the

shock and expansion.
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A Nomenclature

Dc

f
K

M

M,,

P

q

Re

s

T

U

x

O_

3'
_5

0

/]

O"

O'p

T

= normalized convection distance, r Ucl6o

= frequency

= Mooa, hypersonic similarity parameter
=Mach number

= Moo sin rio, Mach number normal to inviscid shock trace

= pressure

= dynamic pressure

-- normalized wall pressure space-time correlation between transducers

1 and 2, [_ N , ,

= unit Reynolds number

= distance measured from the fin apex

= temperature

= velocity

= friction velocity, _/r_/p_,

= coordinate along the surface of the corner

= z/ o
= fin, shock generator or expansion corner angle

= angle measured from incoming freestream direction centered at

the virtual origin; also, external shock generator angle

= specific heat ratio

= boundary layer thickness

-- momentum thickness

= kinematic viscosity

= pressure ratio across a shock wave; also, transducer spacing

= surface flow deflection angle from the incoming stream

= standard deviation of surface pressure fluctuations,

N >)21N]1/2[E.=, (p(t.)- < p
= wall shear stress or time delay in auto- and cross-correlations

Subscripts

C

D

F

W

1,2

= convective

= downstream influence

= downstream of inviscid shock in two-dimensional, shock boundary-

layer interactions

= stagnation condition, inviscid shock trace on test surface or
undisturbed conditions at the corner location

= wall

= upstream and downstream conditions of Prandtl-Meyer expansion

or of inviscid shock
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O0

Superscripts

(-)
()'

= incoming freestream or incoming static value

= normalized by undisturbed boundary layer thickness at the corner

= fluctuating component of surface pressure
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